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The Gloucester Fleet
Four Hand Colored Original Etchings by Harry Aitken  

 In my current knowledge, the only examples of this Syracuse China Series are the five plates shown above, and the only 
primary source documentation of the series is the information provided by their backstamps (shown below), plus what can be 
inferred from the images themselves.  Indeed, the only previous mention of these plates I have found is a 2008 IDWiki post on 
[RWCN].  The photos of the monochrome plate shown at the left and later are taken from that post and I would like to thank RWCN 
and the member who posted them for making them available.  Note that the monochrome and first colored plate are  based upon the 
same etching.
 While documentation of this series is limited, period views documenting Gloucester are legion.  Touted as America's oldest 
working Art Colony, artist's depictions of Gloucester are plentiful, including works by Winslow Homer, Edward Hopper (although he 
only showed houses), and many others.  A tourist mecca as well, period photo postcards are even more plentiful  and, for my purposes 
here, more useful.  Having never been to Gloucester, I have used those views, supplemented by the wonderfully documented 
collection [GOW] of historical photographs from the archives of the Cape Ann Historical Association in attempting to identify the 
locations which Aitken depicted. 



  

Harry G. Aitken

 

These two images are from [RWCN]

 Harry Aitken was the head of the design and decoration department at Syracuse China from 1904 to 1946.  In that role he presided 
over the production of what many (this collector included) consider to be the high point of restaurant ware decoration.  Indeed, Aitken 
himself created the majority of the most admired designs, including many of the patterns in the hand decorated P-Series (aka Peasantry 
Series - it had reached at least 189 patterns by the time he retired) and apparently all of those in the Nature Studies Series officially 
numbered as 45 (but associated in style with several  additional equally stunning designs).  For more about Aitken's prolific career see 
[HGA1] and [HGA2] and, if it's Friday, [HGA3].  A painting by Harry described by it's seller as “Misty Harbor Scene with Docked 
Fishing Boats, Gloucester, Rockport, Cape Ann” was sold on EBay in 2013 and is pictured at [WP].   (Rockport borders Gloucester to the 
east and together they comprise Cape Ann.)

The decorations on the plates which follow were created by hand filling a monochrome print such as the one shown above left.  The 
print was created by a process called “transfer printing” in which an etching is printed upon a non-absorbent tissue and transferred from 
the tissue to the plate (which has been prepared to adhere more tightly to the color that does the tissue).  Aitken's signature indicates 
that he created the etching, but he is known to have enjoyed completing the process and is thought to have decorated many, if not most, 
of the pieces which bear his name or initials.
 Aitken painted from many sources, including life, so one wonders if the views in these etchings resulted from a visit to Gloucester, 
derived from secondary sources, or perhaps arose from a combination of both.  Gloucester was reasonably close to Aitken's home in 
Syracuse (at least by train; more distant by '20s roads) and Aitken might well have had friends in the arts in Gloucester:  in addition to 
his work with ceramics Aitken was a skilled painter and watercolorists actively  involved with the Syracuse art community.  From the 
similarities between these etchings and photos and postcards which would have been available to him, one postcard in particular,  I 
believe Aitken did use such views.  But I suspect he also visited Gloucester - such a visit might well have inspired the series.



  

Gloucester Harbor

1. Upper Left:  “Harbor View and Ten Pound Island Light”,  C. T. American Art; divided back,   postmarked 1919.
2. Upper Right:  “The Harbor and Rocky Neck, Gloucester Mass.”, H.A. Dickerman & Son; divided back, unused.
3. Lower Left:  “Magnolia Mass”,  The Hugh C. Leighton Co., Portland ME.; divided back. unused.
4. Lower Right:  “The Lighthouse, Eastern Point”, Edwin C. McIntrie, Gloucester Mass.; divided back, unused. 

  I have marked on the map (which is a clip from [BGM]) the approximate location of each view.  Note these features:

Ten Pound Island, in the center of the upper bay (View 1, upper right);
Rocky Neck, the hook shaped peninsula northeast of Ten Pound Island (View 1 tip at upper left, View 2 center);
Inner Harbor, north of Rocky Neck,  (View 2, a bit is shown at the right edge);
Five Pound Island, beneath fill forming the State Fishing Pier, the rectangular peninsula at the upper end of the Inner Harbor;
Harbor Cove,  western shore across from Rocky Neck, between two small peninsulas (View 1  center, View 2 upper left);
Fort Point, the peninsula on the south side of Harbor Cove; (View 1 center below Ten Pound Island); and
East Point Light, marking the southeastern limit of the harbor (View 4).

Magnolia Bay (View 3) was named for the magnolias shown lining the shore in the foreground of View 3.   It does not figure in our 
considerations, but magnolias will.  

 e=(a+b+cb/d);
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Gloucester Fishermen

From the top:

 A Gloucester Fishing Schooner, The New England News Company, Boston; undivided back, 
postmarked 1911.

 Mackerel Catcher, Gloucester, Mass., Reichner Bros., Boston; divided back, unused.

 Halibut Fisherman 'Squanto' Entering Gloucester Harbor, Hugh C. Leighton Co., Portland

 ME., divided back, postmarked 1910.

 Fisherman Leaving Gloucester, Mass., C. T. American Art;  divided back, unused.

     Protected from Easterlies and close to major fishing grounds - Georges Bank; Brown's Bank and 
the Nova Scotian Shelf off Nova Scotia and the Grand Banks off Newfoundland, among others,  
Gloucester Harbory is ideally suited for fishery.  Discovered by Champlain in 1605, the bay was 
“settled” in 1623 by a fishing expedition chartered by King James of England.  When their ship 
returned with it's catch to England several “spare” fishermen were left behind to maintain the 
settlement, but they moved to the Danvers/Salem area in 1626.  Other fishing expeditions 
followed, but with marginal soils for farming settlement did not prosper until markets for fish 
developed which were closer than England.

 The fishery developed, sometimes increasing, sometimes  slowed by nature or halted by war, 
but by the mid 1800s Gloucester had become the principal port for the North Atlantic fisheries.  
Blessed with virgin stands of pine and white oak, Gloucester together with neighboring Essex also 
developed into a major shipbuilding center, sometimes credited with building the first fishing 
schooner (in 1713).  Although such priority depends upon how one defines “fishing schooner”, 
Chappel [AFC p18] describes the schooners which were developed in Gloucester as undergoing the 
“longest and most intensive evolution” of any fishing schooner, and states that, after 1849, they 
were often described as “the finest fishing vessels in the world” ...”the pride of their owners and of 
the northeastern fishing ports from which they hailed”.  Designed to meet the imposing rigors of 
offshore fishing, early versions were prized for their speed and versatility, not only as fishermen 
but also for less wholesome pursuits - among them slaving, privateering, and blockade running.  

     By the 1920s, when Harry Aitken created these etchings, fishing schooners were in decline.  
Power was replacing sail, and the only new  “fishing schooners” built to rely exclusively upon sail 
were built for racing, not fishing.



  

GF-1:  Outward Bound

Upper:  “Outward Bound” / “Ten Pound Island Light, Gloucester, Mass.”, C. T. American Art; divided back, unused.
Lowert: Detail from  “Harbor View and Ten Pound Island Light”, postmarked 1919, shown earlier.

  There are two lighthouses in Glouster -Ten Pound Island Light and East Point Light - and several others nearby.  Although not a 
faithful depiction, I suspect that the lighthouse shown on the plate is the one on Ten Pound Island.  Note that only three sails are 
carried, suggesting the start of a voyage, travel in bay, or perhaps strong winds.  The “twig” border seen on GF-1  first appeared on P-79 
Coach and Four; it can also be found on a six plate Wine Series which are probably reproductions by Aitken of much earlier echings.
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GF-2:  Off For The Banks

Left:  “Off For the Fishing Banks. Gloucester Mass.”;  C. T. American Art Colored, c1915-1930, unused.

 The spit of land behind the schooner (on the plate ) is probably the tip of  East Point (just beyond the lighthouse), shown in View 4  
of the Gloucester Harbor page.  If so, it indicates that the ship, which is now flying a second jib, is leaving the harbor for the open sea. 



  

GF-4:  Lying at Anchor

Upper Left: “The Harbor at Sunset, Gloucester, Mass.”;  C. T. American Art, postmarked 1922.
Lower Left: “Harbor Scene, Gloucester Mass.”;  The Vanentine & Sons' Publishing Co., divided back, unused.  

 The steam boat in the postcard at lower left is the “Little Giant” which ferried passingers between Gloucester and Rocky Neck.  It is 
unclear whether the smokestack in the etching is onshore or on the boat beyond the schooner (some lines in the etching suggest it is on 
the boat; placement of the reddish color suggests that it is beyond).  As the postcard at lower left shows, either case is possible.  Used as 
tugs, ferries, and/or water boats, steam powered vessels were common in the inner harbor - [GOW p42] mentions that in 1900 
Gloucester kept half a dozen steam tugs busy.



  

GF-3:  Pulling in With Catch

Postcard:      “Pulling in With Catch, Gloucester Mass.”, H. C. Brown Inc., Gloucester Mass.; divided back, unused. 
Backstamp: From an unrelated plate, included to aid identification of the blossoms in the foreground.   

 Note Ten Pound Island to the left of each Schooner.   Because of other similarities  and the near identity of the postcard and 
etching above (including the seagulls), I believe that a copy of  this card or the photo from which it was made served as a model for 
the etching.  I would like to thank EBay dealer White Birch Treasures, from whom I purchased three of these plates, for pointing out 
that the blossoms are Magnolias.



  

The View from Harbor Cove 

Upper Left: Detail from Vessels at Anchor in the Harbor, Gloucester, Mass., The Rotograph Co., N.Y., City, postmarked 1906.
Upper Right: Detail from View of Western Side of Harbor Cove, Gloucester Mass., divided back,  postmarked 1924.
Lower Left: Detail from Harbor View and Ten Pound Island Light, postmarked 1919, (shown earlier).
Lower Right: Detail from [BGM],  rotated to match the approximate orientation of the views at the left and of the etching. 

 Gloucester Harbor is described [PC&R p72-3] as “one of the finest on the north-east coast, accessible at all seasons and well 
protected from winds.  Inner harbor landlocked, outer open to south-west winds. ...  Bottom of mud: good holding ground.”  
Regulations provided [PC&R p73 ]   that “The harbor-master shall direct where the vessels shall anchor in the harbor ...” and that a 
passage-way “not less than fifty yards in width shall be kept open at all times of the year” from the end of Fort Point to the beacon on 
Five Pound Island. 
     I believe that the building shown beyond the stern of the schooner is the one shown  in the views at the left, the  Tarr & Wonson 
copper paint manufactory on Rocky Neck.  It is identified in several photos in [GOW] including the ones on pages 68, 92, and 122.  If 
that identification is correct, the building shown off the bow of the schooner is at the end of Fort Point (lower left and upper right views) 
and is (or at least was in 1917) the Gloucester Fresh Fish Company, as shown in [SFM].  I would like to thank Stephanie Buck at the 
Cape Ann Museum Research Library and Archive (capemuseum.org) for correcting several of my errors, identifying the Little Giant 
ferry shown on the previous page and the Fresh Fish Company building in the view at lower left, for introducing me to Sanborn Fire 
Insurance Maps, for several other helpful suggestions, and in general for effort beyond (above) the call of duty.



  

The Back Story: Dating the Gloucester Fleet Series

 As mentioned in the introduction, our only information about these plates comes from the plates themselves, but with respect to 
their date that's quite a bit.  The GF-4 plate was made using the white flint clay body and carries, above the Gloucester Fleet stamp 
shown earlier, the dated O.P.Co. stamp (shown above at the left).  The date code is “J-9” indicating that the undecorated plate passed 
inspection in September, 1929.  It was probably decorated soon afterward since it's shape is common and probably wouldn't have 
remained long in inventory.  (The economic effects of the depression, which as one would expect slowed use of inventory, were then still 
in the future.)

Three of the plates carry undated Old Ivory stamps one of which is shown above.  The Old Ivory clay body was introduced in 1927, 
initially as “Ivory”, but was soon (at least by 21 May 1927) renamed “Old Ivory”.  Presumably use of the Old Ivory stamp also began in 
1927;  it continued in use until at least 1959, perhaps into 1960.  However, by October 1933 (date code N-10) the Old Ivory stamp was 
usually (perhaps, absent error, always) accompanied by a separately stamped date code.  These factors suggest that the three Old Ivory 
Gloucester Fleet plates, which carry no date code, were made between 1927 and late 1933.
 The Econo-Rim shape was introduced in 1933 and, although the patent for it - US 2024995 - issueed 7 Dec 1935, the  “Patent 
Pending” version of the stamp which appears on GF-1B (shown above at the right) continued to be used as late as  November 1937 (date 
code R-11).  But before then date codes had begun to be included - as early as November 1936 (date code Q-11).  Since the GF-1B plate 
carries no date code, I conclude that it was probably produced  between 1933 and late 1936.
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Photo Credits  

 Of the photos above, the two at the left and the two at the right are taken from publisher's sales literature, although they do show 
books in my personal library.  The Old Gloucester Seafood Recipes pamphlet shown in the center is not referenced in the text:  I just 
liked the graphics.  Except as indicated where they appear, all photos are by the author. 

Pattern Names

 The order in which I have presented the Gloucester Fleet patterns and the GF  # names I have assigned to them are my creation; the ‑
names are consistent with the style of names used by Syracuse for it's hand decorated designs.  The associated titles (descriptive 
secondary names) are also my responsibility, basically adaptions from postcard titles.   

 



  

Endpapers 1
 Almost any hobby acts as a doorway leading to avenues one might otherwise miss.  That certainly 
has been the case here for me with my introduction to Gloucester and the East Coast fishery1.  And to a 
few other subjects, discussed below.

Rocks 
I have included here, for those interested, the geological legend from the map shown earlier; it 

identifies batholitic plutonic rocks which formed as magma slowly cooled deep within a volcano.  The 
Gloucester website provides a nice overview of the area's geology at gloucester-ma.gov/index.aspx?
NID=718.   In short: the volcano is long gone, it's innards risen because of plate tectonics, eroded by 
wind and rain, and scraped clean by glaciers which, as the last ice age came to an end, left some rubble 
(moraines) behind; very little soil has accumulated since.

Magnolias
 The magnolia native to the Gloucester region is Magnolia virginina (formerly Magnolia glauca) 
which, around Gloucester, has butter yellow flowers.  Lisa Peek Ramos [MH p19] mentions that an 
introduced magnolia hybrid is now common in the region and goes to pains to describe where native 
magnolias can still be found.  Because the flowers depicted on GF-3 are filled with two colors, I believe 
they show the hybrids which perhaps are Magnolia x soulangeana.2  That hybrid of two Chinese species, 
M. denudata and M. liliflora, first appeared in Europe in the 1820s and is now widespread in the eastern 
U.S..  Its white and magenta flowers are described [B p554] as “goblet, cup, or saucer shapes”. 
 The circa 1850 botanical print of M. glauca, middle left, is by Pierre-Joseph Redoute from North 
American Sylva: or, a Description of the Forest Trees of the United States, Canada, and Nova Scotia, 
first published between 1810 and 1812.  As of this writing it is offered for sale at oldprints.com from 
which this image was taken.
 The print at lower left of M. x Langerhans is also by Reroute, from a 1980s facsimile reproduction of  
Choix Plus Belles Fleurs originally published 1827-1833.  As suggested by the restaurant ware plate 
backstamp shown earlier, many modern cultivators of M. x soulangeana show much more color.

1.     I have lived in West Coast fishing ports, helped repair fishing boats, and was hired one evening (in a 
tavern) as a fishing hand:  when I arrived at dawn on my new job the Captain decided that conditions 
weren't quite right that day to go out.  I subsequently learned that they hadn't been quite right for several 
years.
2. Monochrome, the etching could be either.  The second color might reflect observations or be 
artistic license, by the colorist or, more likely, Aitken.



  

Endpapers II

      Undivided, postmark 1905        Undivided, postmark 1911         Divided, postmark 1910

Postcards

 The study of postcards is called deltiology, from the Greek deltion, diminutive of deltos, “writing 
tablet” plus of course logia; coined by Randall Rhodes in 1945.  Postcards with undivided backs are 
typically c1901-1906, divided backs c1907-1915 (controlled by the post office, writing on the back - 
the “address side” was forbidden until March, 1907), white borders c1915-1930, and linens c1930-
1950.  (This info is from Wikipedia.)   In this context it is well to occasionally remind oneself of the 
obvious:  photographs are taken before they are made into postcards, and postcards are made 
before they are postmarked.

James Brenden Connolly

 There is a literary side to Gloucester, usually relating, as one would expect, to the sea.  Rudyard 
Kipling's 1897 novel Captains Courageous (a 1937 movie featuring Spencer Tracy) is a “boy coming 
of age tale” set on a Gloucester fisherman.  T. S. Elliot's family had a summer home on Eastern 
Point, there are other literary associations, and of course, as with the Art Colony, there is a Writers 
Center.  Perhaps the most colorful writer associated with Gloucester is James B. Connolley.  He was 
the first Olympic “gold medalist” (in 1896 the top prize was silver) following Astylos of Croton who 
won the 75th  games in 480 BC, and his adventures even getting to the Olympics (forced de-
matriculation from Harvard, robbed in Naples almost missing train, arrived in Athens thinking he 
had twelve days to spare only to learn that his event, the Hop, Skip, and Jump,  was the next day - 
Julian verses Gregorian calenders) is the stuff of novels.  An Olympic Victor, 1949 to be exact.
 Follwing the Olympics Connolly took up journalism, writing for Scribner’s and Harper’s, and 
became a de facto war correspondent while serving in Cuba with the  Ninth Massachusetts Infantry 
when his letters to a friend were published in the Boston Globe.  During World War I he acted as 
Navel Correspondent for Collier's and then and later spent time aboard battleships, cruisers, 
submarines, whalers, and cattle boats - plus, apparently, Gloucester fishermen.  For more about 
Connolly see the  blog entry at johnjburnslibrary.wordpress.com/tag/books-burns-blog/ from 
which this information and the two pictures of Connolly books were taken.



  

●

–      This note is a work in progress; corrections are welcomed 
and relevant additional information is sought.  Please send to 
norm@metavideo.com with subject line “Restaurant Ware”.

–

–
– Licensed under the Creative Commons  Attribution - ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.  To 

view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/license/by-sa/3.0/ or send a 
letter to Creative Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA.

–

–

–

–


